











Active in town government and civic affairs for
a great many years. For twenty years Mr. Traxler
served as a fire warden. He was also a Bennington
Fire Chief, a director of the Southwestern New
Hampshire Fire Mutual Aid System and president
of that association for 1963 and 1964.
Active in the Boy Scouts and the Lions. Paul was
one of those special citizens who helped to make
our small town.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Bennington in the County of Hillsborough in
said State, qualified to vote:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Bennington on Tuesday,
the nth of March next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board? ( Ballot question.
)
Additionally, pursuant to RSA 39:2-a and the vote of the Town at the March 4,
1975, Annual Meeting, you are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Town on Thursday, the 13th day of March, 1980, at seven o'clock in the evening to
act upon the following subjects
:
3. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate for highways
and bridges.
4. To see if the Town will vote to accept State Aid for Class V roads and raise and
appropriate money for the same. The Town must raise $340.00 and the State will
contribute $2,266.68.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow such sums of
money as may be necessary in anticipation of taxes.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to transfer tax liens
and convey property acquired by the town by tax collector's deed by public auction
( or advertised sealed bid ) or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen
as justice may require.
7. To see if the Town will vote to accept legacies and gifts to the Town in trust or
otherwise by any individual or individuals, or take any other action relating
thereto.
8. To see if the Town will vote to transfer any balance in either the Fire
Department appropriation or the Water Department appropriation to a Capital
Reserve Fund to be used towards the purchase of equipment or plant in the future.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to
support the Antrim Rescue Squad, or take any other action thereon. (Proposed by
Selectmen and Budget Committee.
)
10. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $335.00 for the
support of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service in Keene. (Proposed
by Selectmen and Budget Committee.
)
11. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $1,826.00 to support
the services of the Monadnock Community Visiting Nurses Association, Inc.
( Proposed by Selectmen and Budget Committee.
)
12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize withdrawal from
the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972 for use as setoffs against budget appropriations in the
amount indicated; and further to authorize the Selectmen to make pro rata




Police Department $ 2,500
Fire Department 2,500
Street Lighting 2,500
Parks & Playgrounds 2,500
$10,000
13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, negotiate
for, contract for, accept and to do all other things necessary to obtain such
Federal, State or other assistance (financial or otherwise), or take any other
action relating thereto. (Proposed by Selectmen.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $664.00 as the
Town's share for the studies and operation of the Southwestern New Hampshire
Regional Planning Commission.
15. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 to employ
the State Municipal Services Department to do an audit on the town books for the
year 1980 as recommended by the Audit Study Committee.
16. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate in order to
provide a suitable memorial stone at Memorial Park in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Sawyer who gave the land to the Town.
17. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate sufficient sum in order that
Bennington residents and taxpayers be provided with stickers which would serve
as identification for use of both the Landfill and the Bennington Town Beach at
Lake Whittemore.
18. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Regulations governing the
operation of the Sanitary Landfill Facility by deleting the section entitled
"Commercial Haulers" and substituting in place thereof the following:
COMMERCIAL HAULERS:
Commercial rubbish haulers shall obtain annual permits at an annual fee of
$10.00 from the Office of the Selectmen which shall be renewable on or before
January 1st of each year. These permits will be valid only for the use of the
facility during the hours when it is open to the general public and will be valid
only for rubbish collected from the towns participating in the operation of this
facility. Such permit may be suspended or revoked by the Selectmen when, in
their opinion, the provisions of these regulations have been violated.
Except for residents and taxpayers with permit stickers and commercial
haulers who have obtained annual permits, the use of this facility is prohibited.
19. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 in order to
make necessary repairs to the roof of the Town Barn. (Proposed by Selectmen and
Budget Committee.
)
20. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $450.00 in order to provide fire
extinguishers for various areas in the Town Hall as recommended by the fire in-




To see if the Town will vote to continue the joint work of the Study Committee
and the Planning Board for preparation of a Town Master Plan for submission to
the next Town Meeting.
22. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to make
necessary repairs to the roof of the Bath House at Lake Whittemore. (Proposed by
Selectmen and Budget Committee.)
23. To see if the Town will vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund for the future
acquisition of a new fire truck and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for
that purpose. (Proposed by Fire Department.)
24. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $525.00 to purchase
storm windows for the Fire Station which would be installed by the Fire Depart-
ment. (Proposed by Fire Department.)
25. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $1,354.00 to purchase
two Survive Air Packs for the Fire Department. (Proposed by Fire Department.
)
26. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $1,475.00 for ad-
ditional personal protective equipment for the Fire Department. (Proposed by
Fire Department.)
27. To see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate to clean or paint the
front of the Town Hall. (Proposed by Selectmen and Budget Committee.
)
28. To see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate to pay the normal
operating costs of the Town (as set forth in the Town Budget), or take any other
action thereto.
29. To hear the reports of Committees and act thereon.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 21st day of February, in the year of our Lord









A true copy of Warrant— ATTEST:
May we call to the special attention of the voters that the Warrant items will be
taken up Thursday evening, March 13, 1980 at 7 : 00 p.m.
4,500.00
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF BENNINGTON. N.H.




Previous Previous Fiscal Year




The major concern of the Selectmen during the past year has been the
stabilization of the tax rate and the control of town expenses. While the last Town
Meeting made substantial appropriations in the area of new equipment for the Fire
Department and the Police Department, the major expenses of the year — both for
these items and the tax map — were substantially covered by Capital Reserve
funds. However, all citizens should be aware that the town has now pretty much
spent its accumulated Capital Reserve funds and must proceed with caution for
the future. The Selectmen were pleased that the tax rate declined slightly by 1979.
Of the problems carried forward from 1978, the major ones have been sub-
stantially completed. The North Bennington Road has been completely upgraded
and surfaced, the tax map has been completed and the Zoning Study Committee,
together with the Planning Board, completed many months of work and the
proposed zoning ordinance will be presented to the voters this March.
ZONING:
The Zoning Study Committee and the Town Planning Board have spent a great
amount of time during 1979 developing a proposal for zoning for the Town of
Bennington. They have received much technical assistance from the Southwestern
New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission and by the time of reading this
report will have had the required public hearings and the matter will be presented
to the voters at the March Town Meeting. As provided by State law, which covers
all steps of the procedure of hearings and voting, the vote will be by ballot on a
simple "accept" or "reject" basis. The Planning Board and Study Committee will
continue to work on the Town Master Plan for presentation to the 1981 Town
Meeting. The Master Plan is a required part of a zoning program.
TOWN WATER SUPPLY EXTENSION:
The required initial survey of the town's water supply was completed by the
engineering firm of Dufresne-Henry early in the year and some months ago a
public hearing was held to review the report. The Water Commissioners and the
Selectmen were startled to receive in January a requirement from the State Water
Supply and Pollution Control Commission that a substantial expansion and
upgrading of the town's water supply system be presented to the voters at the
coming March Town Meeting. In view of the shortness of time and also because no
firm assurances have been received as yet from the Farmers Home
Administration related to Federal Aid, both the Selectmen and the Water Com-
missioners have protested and requested additional time. It is anticipated that
substantial time and work will have to be devoted to this project in the coming
year.
WATER POLLUTION ENGINEERING:
The final engineering for the Town's water pollution collection and treatment
system has been completed by the engineering firm of Dufresne-Henry. The major
parcel of land required for the treatment facility has been acquired from the Barr
Estate and Monadnock Paper Mills has given the Town an option to acquire the
necessary land and easements from Monadnock when the project is ready to
proceed to construction.
However, the State's priority list — which establishes the priority for both State
and Federal funding — has again deferred the Bennington project, which is now
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listed for fiscal 1983. We can see no useful purpose in asking the Town for further
commitments at this time and will review this project on a year-to-year basis. The
final engineering costs have been very largely paid for by Federal and State
reimbursement.
TAX MAP:
The Town's tax map has been completed by the firm of John E. O'Donnell &
Associates and a public hearing held to make the necessary revisions and
corrections. The tax map, which identifies all parcels of land in Bennington and
cross-references to the owner's name and the Town's assessment records, will be
of substantial value as the years go by. Inevitably there will be discovered errors,
but if they are brought to our attention, we will arrange for corrections.
TOWN SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER:
The constantly increasing burden of required State and Federal paperwork plus
the added complexity of Town operations have now reached the point where the
Selectmen can no longer keep up without at least some part-time assistance on a
regular basis. Included in the new year's budget will be provisions for a town
Secretary/Bookkeeper who will be at the Town Office at least three afternoons a
week. In addition to the usual secretarial and bookkeeping functions, she will
maintain other town records, file required State and Federal reports, etc. Without
assistance of this nature, the Selectmen's job is simply reaching the point of im-
possibility.
NORTH BENNINGTON ROAD:
The North Bennington Road project was completed and the Selectmen were
pleased with the substantial improvement of that road, done at a cost much less
than would have been involved had we made it a State-Town Road Aid Project.
The question of the so-called North Bennington Iron Bridge arose again during
1979 by petition to the State Courts. The Hillsboro County Commissioners held a
further hearing in the Town of Antrim as required by the Court and recently have
reaffirmed their original decision that the bridge should not be replaced.
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
The Fire Department acquired the new fire truck as approved at last Town
Meeting and the two older fire trucks were sold at auction last July. The fire
station was repainted completely and the Town continues to be provided excellent
service by a Fire Department of which we can all be proud.
TOWN BARN ROOF:
The roof of the Town Barn is in bad shape and the Selectmen will put before the
voters a recommendation for substantial repair which is absolutely necessary in
order to maintain this town facility.
AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS:
We would suggest that all taxpayers review carefully the report of the Town
Audit Study Committee which is reprinted further on in this report and give serious
consideration to the Warrant article which would implement their recom-
mendations.
BENNINGTON'S FINANCIAL POSITION :
Bennington continues to be in a very strong financial position with a minimum
13
amount of long term debt— amounting in total to $63,000; but there are substantial
financial commitments which will be upon us shortly.
The Town's sewage collection and treatment system and the possible
requirement that the water system be expanded and upgraded will represent
major expenditures and we should be cautious in making any major commitments
that are not absolutely necessary.
Finally, we would like to remind all citizens of the debt we owe the many study
committees, boards and town officers without whose devoted service it would be
impossible to maintain the Town's operations so economically.
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TAX YEAR 1979 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF
VALUATION OF THE TOWN OF BENNINGTON
IN HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from





Date: Sept. 13, 1979
Description of Property








2. Totally and permanently disabled
veterans, their spouses or
widows, and the widows of
veterans who died or were
killed on active duty
.
3. All other Qualified Persons




STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
FOR THE TAX YEAR 1979 OF THE
TOWN OF BENNINGTON, HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
We hereby request that the Dept. of Revenue compute the rate for municipal,
school, Precinct and county taxes separately.






Town Officers' Salaries $3,120.00
Town Officers' Expenses 3,500.00
Election and Registration Expenses 325.00
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 5,500.00
Police Department 15,500.00






Town Dump and Garbage Removal 3,300.00
Town Road Aid 329.00
Town Maintenance 17,000.00
Street Lighting 6,000.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 5,500.00
Tarring 8,000.00
Chapter 241 Reconstruction 3,258.00
Library 2,000.00
Town Poor 500.00
Old Age Assistance 2,000.00
Memorial Day-Old Home Day 300.00
Parks & Playground, (inc. Band Concerts) 4,000.00
Municipal Water Dept. 7,500.00
Cemeteries 1,800.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 1,000.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 157 .00
Local Aid Associations 1,909.00
Regional Planning Asso. 535.00
Principal-long Term notes & bonds 12,350.00
Interest-long term notes & bonds 2,600.00




Land for Sewage System
Forrest Fire Pump
Paint Fire Station
Water Dept. Engineering Survey





Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties
Meals and Rooms Tax





State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Reimb. a/c Fighting Fires
Reimb. a/c Road Toll Refund
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Rent of Town Property
Interest Received on Deposits
Income From Trust Funds
Income From Departments
Income From Water Department
Surplus
Miscellaneous
Sale of Used Fire Truck
Sale of Land Acquired at Tax Sale
Proceeds of Bonds and Long Term Notes
Withdrawals From Capital Reserve Funds
Truck 27,900.00, Cruiser 3,587.00
Revenue Sharing Funds




Total of Town, School and County
Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax
Reimbursement
Add : War Service Credits
Add: Overlay
Property Taxes To Be Raised

















































For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1979
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Cash:
Bonds or Long Term Notes — Au
Capital Reserve Funds
Water Dept.
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations
2% — Bond & Debt Retirement Taxes
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't)
School District Tax Payable
Sewage Engineering
Tax Map Contractor
Antrim/Francestown Landfill Sales of Gravel





















Property Taxes-Current Year-1979 232,921.98
Resident Taxes-Current Year-1979 4,230.00
Yield Taxes-Current Year-1979 1,319.77
Total Current Year's Taxes Collected and Remitted
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes-Previous Years 62,007.50
Resident Taxes-Previous Years 660.00
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes 3,913.94
Penalties : Resident Taxes 83.00
Tax sales redeemed 23,058.34
238,471.75
Total Previous Year's Taxes Collected and Remitted




Meals and Rooms Tax





State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Reimb. a/c Road Toll Refund
Reimb. a/c Business Profits Tax
Total Receipt From State
From Local Sources, Except Taxes
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
















Interest Received on Deposits 3,167.50
Income From Trust Funds 1,794.12
Income From Departments 292.05
Income From Landfill Operation 12,247.94
Income From Water Department 11,373.51
Total Income From Local Sources 52,075.12
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue
:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes 108,000.00
Proceeds of Long Term Notes 23,000.00
Insurance adjustments 2,897.00
Refunds 184.02
New Trust Funds received during year 100.00
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds
Sale of town property — Fire Trucks and Cruiser 6,301.43
Yield Tax Security Deposits 400.00
Sales of Gravel 10,712.90
Vandalism Reimbursement 550.35
Miscellaneous
Total Receipts Other Than Current Revenue 191,2%.00
Revenue Sharing 8,523.00
Interest on Investments of Revenue
Sharing Funds 1,055.62
Water Pollution Aid a/c Sewer Construction 11,100.00
Total Grants From Federal Government 20,678.62
Total Receipts from All Sources 720,412.74






Town officers' salaries 3,170.00
Town officers' expenses 3,813.88
Election and registration expenses 369.45
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 5,169.32
Total General Government Expenses 12,522.65
Protection of Persons and Property
Police department 14,738.43
Fire department, inc. forest fires 10,280.21
Insurance 13,298.43
Total Protection of Persons and Property Expenses 38,317.07
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Health:
Health Dept., Hospital, Ambulance 50.00
Vital Statistics 34.00
Town dump and garbage removal 14,390.45
Total Health Expenses 14,474.45
Highways and Bridges
:
Town road aid 329.47
Town Maintenance 16,006.77
Street lighting 5,710.35
General Expenses and Highway Department 5,756.97






Total Public Welfare Expenses 1,755.45
Patriotic Purposes
:
Memorial Day — Old Home Day 350.00
Total Patriotic Purpose Expenses 350.00
Recreation:
Parks and playground, inc. band concerts 4,111.93
Total Recreational Expenses 4,111.93
Public Service Enterprises
:
Municipal Sewer Dept. 7,852.71
Cemeteries 2,795.09
Total Public Service Enterprise Expenses 10,647.80
Unclassified:
Damages and legal expenses 1 ,989 .22
Advertising and Regional Associations 3,601.16
Contingency Fund — Auto Fees 860.00
Taxes bought by town 14,745.50
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 573.65
Other Unclassified Expenses — Unemployment taxes 194.52
Total Unclassified Expenses 21,964.05
Debt Service
:
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes 100,800.00
Principal— Long term notes and bonds 12,450.00
Interest — Long term notes and bonds 2,879.00
Interest on temporary loans 4,043.07
Total Debt Service Payments 127,372.08
22
Capital Outlay:
Sewage Engineering & Land Purchase








Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Taxes paid to county
Payments to School Districts
(1979 Tax $152,415.34)
(1980 Tax $129,485.50)
Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
Total Payments for all Purposes

















SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1979
Description
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds
Water Supply Facilities, if owned by Town




















SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 1979
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
( List Each Issue Separately
)
Fire Truck 1979 16,000.00
Land— Sewage Project— 1979 7,000.00
Water Works Extension-1967 10,000.00
North Bennington Road— 1978 30,000.00
Total Long Term Notes Outstanding 63,000.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long Term Debt - December 31, 1979
June 30, 1980 52,350.00
Long Term Notes Issued 23,000.00
Total 75,350.00
Long Term Notes Paid 12,350.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt - Dec, 31, 1979,
June 30, 1980 63,000.00
UNEXPENDED BALANCES OF SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS
Sewage Treatment Land 5,000.00
Bridge Repair 2,500.00



















JAN. THROUGH DEC. 1979
Auto Permits
Filing Fees
Dog Licenses, Fines and Penalties
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PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1979
—DR.—










Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes 49.66








Penalties on Resident Taxes 17.00
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 859.82
Resident Taxes 250.00
Yield Taxes Deposited 1973 100.00
Uncollected Taxes -Dec. 31, 1979



























Remittances to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year Ended Dec. 31, 1979
Property Taxes $55,097.37
Resident Taxes 660.00
Interest Collected During Year 2,378.85
Penalties on Resident Taxes 66.00
58,202.22






SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
—DR.—
1978
Tax Sales on Account of Levies of:
1977
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes — Jan. 1,1979








Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
















2,908.41 452.38 26.14 22.21
$14,901.27 $12,169.73 $859.70 $116.04
(a) "Balance of Unredeemed Taxes — January 1, 1979:
"
Should include balances of Unreedeemed Taxes, as of beginning f fiscal year —
January 1, 1979 from Tax Sales of Previous Yers.
(b) "Taxes Sold to Town During Current Fiscal Year :
"
Tax Sales held during fiscal year ending December 31, 1979, should include total
amount of taxes, interest and costs to date of sale.
NOTE : Total Debits and Total Credits should agree.
nredeemed
:
James & Nancy Champagne
UNPAID PROPERTY TAXES— 1979
Resident
David & Kendra Aldrich
Bruce Andrews
Edward & Vickie Bennett
Edward & Marylou Benoit
Robert & Eunice Blanchard
David & Julie Brooks
Richard & Patricia Burrows
James & Nancy Champagne
Juhus Church Est.
Ruth Cole
Charles Jr. & Isabelle Cook
Helen Corcoran




Joseph & Patricia Diemond
*Harry Dorr
Larry & Jane Dorr
Richard & Norma Elliott
Robert & Nancy Gladding
Wendell Glass Est.
*Thomas & Patricia Greene
Louis & Lynn Heck
*Ellis Jensen
Frank Sr. & Ardell Johnson
Mary Kennedy Est.
William & Mabel Kimball
Robert & Edwina Knight
Thaddeus Kulpinski II
*Rodney LaClair
Joseph & Eva Lavelley
**Paul Lavoie
William Lizotte
Richard Jr. & Judith Lyons
Dennis & Katherine Magoon
Marie Magoon
Bernard & Nancy Maillette
Joseph & Artie McCarthy
Frank & Anita Mooney
Margaret Moore & Barbara Davies
Gary Nowak
John & Brenda Paradise
Donald & Barbara Parker















































Terry & Loretta Putnam
Dana & Doreen Robertson
Edward Robidoux & Cora Levasseur
Edward Robidoux Jr.
*Henry & Doris Schaffer
Paul & Theresa Schofield
Nicholas Secor & Margaret MoUoy
Lawrence & Susan Seneschal
Donald & Virginia Smith
Frank & Dawn Strout
Frederick & Ruth Swett
Paul D.& Jane Traxler































Boston & Maine R.R.
James & Barbara Boyle
Harry Brown Est.
Peter & Hilda Ceragioli
Jeffrey & Linda Chase
Robert A. Clark
Doyle, Hagan & Tighe
*Charles & Elizabeth Eggert
John Fitzpatrick
Henry & Paul Gibbons
James Gleason & Robert Nowak





"Marcel & June Kallainan
Kanoules & Descateaux























Liberty Bank & Trust Co.
Thomas Mclnerney
John & Darlene Mentzer







Kenneth & Fay Troisi
Kenneth & Esther Warren
Whittemore Lake Inc.











































































































I hereby certify that the above list showing the name and amount due from each
deUnquent taxpayer, as of December 31, 1979, on account of the tax levy of 1979, is














Residence Tax Penalties 83.00





License Permits & Filing Fees 146.00
Rent of Town Property 68.50
Interest on Deposits 3,167.50
Income From Trust Funds 40,601.91
Income From Departments 6,593.48
Pistol Permits 28.00
Municipal Water and Electric Departments 11,373.51




Long Term Notes 23,000.00
Workmens Compensation Insurance Adjustments 2,522.00
Transfer from Savings 125,000.00
Grants From U.S.A. 11,100.00
Revenue Sharing 8,523.00
Revenue Sharing Interest 1,055.62
Total Receipts— 1979 $845,412.74
DETAILED STATEMENTS OF RECEIPTS— 1979
Income From The State
:
Public Works & Highways Subsidy $ 8,142.26
35
state E.P.A. Grant 4,300.00
Gasoline Tax Refund 236.61
Business Profits Tax 100,208.07
Highway TRA 1,101.09
Interest & Dividends Taxes 5,599.82
Bank Tax 2,380.87
Railroad Tax 66.76
Rooms & Meals Tax 6,132.99
$128,168.47
Rent of Town Property
Paul Traxler— Town Hall $68.50











Police— sale of cruiser 250.00
Dump
Permit Fees $ 110.00
Town of Francestown 3,034.49
Town of Antrim 9,103.45
Miscellaneous
Hearing Fees and Advertising $ 237.81






























Joan Schnare — expenses 87.47
Sandy Grovenstein 35.88
Peterborough Transcript 1,668. 10
Barbara Huntley 56.66
NH Local Welfare Administration Assn
.
5.00
Rodney C. Woodman 15.00
Edward French— expenses 346. 12




Wheeler and Clark 26.86




Monadnock Paper Mill 25.00
Homestead Press & Bookshop 46.31
Denise French 396.10




First Nat'l Bank of Peterborough 9.50
Union Leader Corporation 58.80
Keene Shopper News 128.24
37
$3,170.00
Registry of Deeds 7.65
Wayne Roy — expenses 36.78
NH Municipal Sec . & Clerks Assn. 10.00
Treasurer, State of NH 7.15
Brown & Saltmarsh 55.92
Municipal Forms and Systems 25.34
Edward Cyr 10.00
Branham Auto Reference Book 13.25
NH Public Television 20.00
John Cronin 4.05
William Bean 8.00
NH Assn. of Assessing Officials 20.00
NH Municipal Assn. 13.00
State of NH 7.50
Election and Registration Expenses











Thomas Copy Center 29.45
Town Hall and Other Buildings
David Traxler $1,137.50
Edmunds Hardware 22.22
Public Service Company 443.90
J.B. Vaillancourt 3,067.01
Keene Industrial Paper 23.40
David LaRocque 106.40
C.L. Haskell & Sons 170.00
Continental Telephone 82.24
Warren Perry 15.00
MUler Plumbing & Heating 18.00
Francis Davy 37.50














Hillsboro Police Department 32.50
Robert Dalbec 156.00
Richard A . Sherburne, Inc
.
256. 36
Rymes Heating Oils 405.88
Mush Cook's Garage 35.00
Communications System Center 161.25
Sanel Auto Parts I.50
Wilder Motors 35. 80
Century Auto Supply 28.20
Fran's Auto Body 375.00
Charles Hogg 69.75
Newshire Forms, Inc. 44.36




Rymes Heating Oils 264.94
Harris Oil 86.37
Fire Department
Continental Telephone $ 536.31
Century Auto Supply 80.00
NH Retirement System 252.02
Harris Oil 345.49
Public Service Company 642.23
J.B . Vaillancourt 1, 169. 10
Bennington Garage 690.03
Rodney LeClair 117.01
Treasurer, State of NH 3.98
R.L. Whitcomb,Inc. 1,102.70
R & R Communications 164.45
Meadowood Fire Training School 116.00
HEW Communications 325.40
Monadnock Paper Mill 263.09
Frank Carrarra 41.47
Contoocook Valley Advertiser 110.00
NH Times 70.00
Bennington Fire Department 972.68
Francestown Fire Department 255 .80
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$14,738.43
Greenfield Fire Department 53.55
Antrim Fire Department 57.65
Hancock Fire Department 199.35
Jaffrey Fire Protection 83.60
Edward French — payroll 1,947.00
Southwestern NH Mutual Aid System 681.30
(See C.R. - Sale of Old Trucks
and equipment)
(Also — Account Due from State for
Forrest Fire Reimbursement)




G.E.P. Dodge Library $2,000.00
Town Poor
Bruce Cook — expenses 35.00
John Grant — expenses 7.00
Wayno's 70.26
Public Service Company 123.78
Rymes Heating Oils 76.90
Maple Valley School 950.00
Odessey House of NH 307.71
Stepping Stone 120.00
J.B. Vaillancourt 45.95
Barbara Huntley — expenses 18.85
$1,755.45
Memorial Day
Robert L. Knight, Sr. $350.00
Municipal Water Department
Warren Perry $ 144.62
Edward Derosier 392.70









H.R.Prescott& Sons, Inc. 108.88




Merrimack Coatings & Chemicals 58. 13
Antrim Lumber 27.70
Water Works Supply 288. 14














Rodney C. Woodman, Inc. 20.00
Lester Foote, Jr. 64.00
Donald Trow 108.00
Mrs. Edward Fleming 80.00
(SeeC.R. — Income From
Trust Funds)
Damages and Legal Expenses
Blodgett, Makechnie, Runyon, Sweeney $1,867.45
Hatfield and Henderson 61.77
Brighton, Fernald, Taft, Hempsey 60.00
Recreation, Parks and Playgrounds
Patricia Kyte $317.72








Kathleen Keating — life guard 1,412.25
Mary Davidson 15.00
Priscilla Chicoine 338.25





Whitney Bus Service 323.50
Antrim Lumber 48.47
Continenta 1 Telephone 5 1 .54
Public Service Company 3.75






Taxes Bought By Town
Edward French, Tax Collector $14,745.50
Health Department
Barbara Huntley $ 50.00
Vital Statistics
Edward French $ 34.00
Town Road Aid
State of New Hampshire $ 329.47
Advertising & Regional Assns.
Monadnock Regional Assn. $ 157.00









Hillsborough County Treasurer 75.40
First Nat'l Bank of Peterborough 5,102.94
Peterborough Savings Bank 1,743.73
Savings
Peterborough Savings Bank 45,000.00
First Nat'l Bank of Peterborough 80,000.00
Special Appropriations
Dufresne-Henry Engineering Corp. 18,798.00
John E. O'Donnell & Associates 8,100.00






First Nat'l Bank of Peterborough $108,000.00
Bonds, Notes, Capital Reserve
First Nat'l Bank of Peterborough 12,350.00
Bennington Trustees of Trust Funds 100.00
$12,450.00





Wilder Motors, Inc. 6,314.44
R.L. Snyder 175.50
R.S. Putnam 26.60
Monadnock Community Visiting Nurse 1,574.00
Smith Harriman Construction 1,980.75
Lake Asphalt & Petroleum Co. of Mass. 13,991.94
Henniker Crushed Stone 219.43
Altan Construction Company 111.00
Sullivan Brothers 100.00
Arthur Whitcomb 2,296.50
Laura and Elizabeth Barr 7,000.00
Antrim Rescue Squad 1,000.00
SWNH Regional Planning Commission 535. 16
Norman Mercier 850.00
Greenfield Highway Department 148.50
X-ORBofNH 741.14
Warren Perry 97.55
(See C.R. — Trust Fund Income)
(See C.R. — Trust Fund Income)
Summary of Special Appropriations
Town Sewerage Project
Dufresne-Henry Engineering 13,798.00
Boston & Maine-Engr. Review 600.00




Dufresne-Henry Engr. $ 5,000.00
Tax Map
John O'Donnell & Associates $ 8.100.00
(See C.R. — Trust Fund Income)
Fire Department
American LaFrance — Fire Truck 43,900.00
Norman Mercier— paint station 850.00
$44,750.00
Police Department




THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
AND REUNION OF THE PIERCE SCHOOL
On May 18, 1979 nearly 200 people gathered in Bennington to celebrate the 50th
birthday of the Pierce School. This exceptional turnout was the culmination of a
year's planning aimed at paying respects to an institution which has had a major
impact on the lives of the 500-600 students and teachers who have passed through it.
Months of painstaking research went into the compilation of lists of graduating
classes, extending back to the first group in 1929. In this effort the collective
memories and vast community knowledge of our planning committee members
was invaluable. Each of them - Ruth Cody, Vincena Powers, Isabelle Nichols,
Virginia Young, Joan Schnare, and Claudia Sysyn - deserves a special thank you.
When alumni, early staff members and friends arrived at the school, they found
the building festooned with memorabilia we had borrowed and collected from a
variety of sources. The walls were covered with old class photographs, playbills,
report cards, diplomas and regretful letters from those unable to attend. Visitors
also saw two beautiful banners commemorating Pierce School's first 50 years.
They were designed by student contest winners Eric Trow and Kathy Delay and
made by Claudia Sysyn. The hallways and classrooms were filled with animated
conversation, reminiscences and the delights of long anticipated reunions. We
were particularly delighted by the comments about how little the building had
changed. For the staff, this reinforced our sense that we were maintaining a long
community tradition.
In addition to the good conversation, the fine refreshments provided by Ben-
nington parents, and the opportunity to view slides of recent Pierce School classes,
the highlight of the afternoon was the burial of a time capsule on the school's front
lawn. When all of you attend the hundredth anniversary of Pierce School you will
have the pleasure of unearthing the collection of letters, tapes, pictures and
memorabilia gathered by our students. Thanks to Jim Blackmore for constructing
the sturdy time capsule.
Conversation continued over a delicious dinner prepared by the Ladies'
Auxiliary of the Bennington Fire Department at the Firemen's Hall. The diners
then joined an overflow crowd at the town hall for the two-part evening program, a
truly extraordinary turnout. First, Isabelle Nichols presented a history of Pierce
School in music, narrated by the school itself! An enthusiastic audience delighted
at the antics of students and alumni recreating a "typical" early classroom, a
square dance class, a prize speaking competition, a sports event and a graduation.
Nora Lee Sysyn sent members of the audience scurrying for cover as she roamed
the hall, including many members of the audience in her hilarious lyrics.
The final part of the evening program consisted of a series of moving
reminiscences from retired staff members. We were treated to a bittersweet
collection of stories about joy-filled school trips, embarrassing and humiliating
moments, and about people who were no longer with us. For many in the audience,
this was the most moving portion of the day.
At the close of the evening, Richard Reed, representing Monadnock Paper Mills,
presented the school with a generous gift from the Mill, reaffirming a fifty year





REPORT OF THE TOWN AUDIT STUDY COMMITTEE
This Committee was appointed by the Moderator in accord with Article 28 of the
1978 Town Warrant — as recommended by the Town Government Review Commit-
tee. We were charged with studying the feasibility of hiring a private auditing firm
to audit the Town books. The study was requested not out of a sense of there being
anything wrong with the Town's books but rather from a desire to have an inde-
pendent, professional review and appraisal of Town financial records — to assure
compliance with the law and use of the best systems and procedures.
The Committee's first step was to become familiar with the audit function. The
Municipal Services Division of the State Department of Revenue Administration
kindly provided us with copies of the appropriate State statutes and forms pre-
scribed for use by elected auditors in reporting to the Division. They also described
the difference between audits performed by elected auditors and professional
accounting firms. Elected auditors use forms required by the State, generally
concern themselves only with cash transactions, and do not certify as to the
Town's financial position or results of operations. Professional accounting firms,
however, must follow generally accepted auditing standards as set by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, will express an opinion on
financial condition and results of operations, and will disclose and make recom-
mendations concerning adequacy of internal control procedures. In addition, the
Municipal Services Division's material raised a third audit alternative — audit by
the State in much the same manner as a private accounting firm but generally at a
lesser cost.
Next, the Committee held meetings, with the Town Auditors and Selectmen. All
parties felt that an independent review would benefit the Town. Such an audit has
not been made for more than twenty years. The Town Auditors recognize their pro-
fessional limitations and welcome such assistance — and, indeed, expressed a
desire for more training by the State. This request was passed on to the Municipal
Services Division.
The Committee then held discussions with public accountants. In particular, we
would like to thank Smith, Batchelder & Rugg, a Keene CPA firm, for their assist-
ance. Employing such a firm would result in the verification of assets, advice on
the adequacy of internal controls for safeguarding these assets and providing
reliable financial records, advice on changes which will improve procedures, and
assurance of compliance with all state and local laws and regulations. The cost of
such an audit might range from $1,500 to $2,500. The first audit generally costs
more than later ones because there is more background work to be done. In
general it is felt that a more "in-depth" job might be done by a private firm than by
the State — because of greater emphasis on systems and procedures and greater
flexibility provided by not having to cope with State budgetary limitations. In some
cases, part or all of an audit's cost may be recovered by savings resulting from the
audit — such as, by improving procedures or capturing additional revenue sources
not previously recognized. The Committee felt, however, that such savings are
impossible to measure now and should not be given any weight in arriving at any
conclusion.
RECOMMENDATION
The Committee recommends that the Town should have periodic "outside"
audits at least every ten years to assure the Town's financial records are in
compliance in all respect and are using the best methods possible. Since there is no
urgent need to have an immediate audit and because the cost would be lower
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without any great sacrifice of quality, we also recommend that the Town employ
the State Municipal Services Division to do the job. We suggest that the Selectman
include an appropriate article in the 1979 Town Warrant requesting that $2,000 be





1979 was a good year with so many people interested in helping. Mr. & Mrs.
Arnold Cernota and Mrs. & Mrs. Ken Miner were the helping hands that set up this
years Christmas Tree. It looked beautiful, even though the wind blew and there
was no snow it was Christmas.
The flowers at the monument were donated anonymously. Anytime you might
want to donate any sum of money to the BIA in memory of, or for any reason please
don't hesitate.




The year of 1979 has passed as usual. We have had very little trouble at the Town
Hall. A few repairs to furnaces and water pipes.
We were impressed and pleased when the 4th, 5th & 6th grade pupils had a dance
at the Town Hall and collected $4.50 to help pay for the fuel which was used the nite



















REPORTOF ANTRIM RESCUE SQUAD
The Antrim Rescue Squad responded to 114 calls in 1979. 81 in Antrim, 30 in
Bennington and 3 for Mutual Aid. Of these calls 19 were automobile accidents
which included 27 patients.
Balance on Hand Jan . 1 , 1979 $6, 362.45
Receipts
Receipts Jan. 1, 1979— Dec. 31, 1979 $8,031. 13







Training & Continuing Education 188.00
Licenses -0-
New Equipment 603.65
Office & Postage Expense 133.20
Miscellaneous 75.72
Expenditures Jan. 1, 1979— Dec. 31, 1979 $3,125.32
Balance— Dec. 31, 1979
Checking Account— $1,448.27
*Sa\ings Account — $9,819.99
Balance $11,268.26
Personal Donations are deposited in a special savings account for a new am-
bulance. Town appropriations are deposited in the checking account for operating
expenses.





The Fire Department answered a total of 72 calls in 1979. Thirty four fire calls
included: 5 power outages, 2 partition fires, 3 chimney fires, 2 house fires, 4 brush
fires, 1 fire at the Landfill, 2 calls at Monadnock Paper Mill, 7 calls for cover truck
(6 in Antrim and 1 in Hancock), 6 false alarms, and one mutual aid call to both
Greenfield and Hancock. The department's rescue van responded to 38 calls. They
were for 13 automobile accidents (5 in Bennington and 8 in Antrim), 1 animal
rescue and 24 calls for medical emergencies.
Our new fire truck, 4M2, was delivered in April, 1979. After an extensive training
program we are very satisfied with its performance and capabilities. This new
piece of fire apparatus is unique and very beneficial to Bennington and the
surrounding area.
We would like to thank everyone for their cooperation and participation during
our recent auction. We realized a profit of a little better than $2,000 which we used
to pay off our long standing debt to the Town of Bennington. We are very proud of
the fact that we were able to erect the Bennington Fire Station at no expense to the
taxpayers.
The department has been very busy this year raising funds to meet our needs.
We have ordered a new base radio for $1,041 and four Minitor monitors for $1,208
with the proceeds from our activities. We have also made arrangements to have




Donald Taylor, First Deputy
Dana Robertson, Second Deputy
REPORT OF THE JUNIOR FIRE COMPANY
During the past year. The Junior Fire Company has had four members trained
in forest fire fighting, which are David Skerry, George Chicoine, Mike Zabriskie,
and James Dodge Jr. One in advanced first aid which is James Dodge Jr. and two
in C.P.R. David Skerry, and James Dodge Jr. We hope to have more members
trained in these areas next year.
During the past year, the members of The Junior Fire Company b^ve donated
money from their past Bingo games, to the Fire Dept. and for the ambulance fund
for the town of Antrim and Bennington.
The members of the Junior Fire Company would like to extend a special thanks
to Chief French and all the members of his staff for all their support. But, most of
all we would like to thank the townspeople of Bennington for their continued
support. It is greatly appreciated and we hope that in the coming year that we can




David Skerry Chief Mike Cashion
James Dodge Jr. 1st assistant George Chicoine
Glenn Wilson 2nd assistant Rick Chicoine





BENNINGTON, N.H. JUNIOR FIRE DEPT. CO.
Financial Report for 1978-1979
Credits





B.F.D. Womens Aux. 59 OO
Nonies Food Shop 133.80
Town of Bennington, N.H. 75 00
Wayno's 6.00
D. Skerry 3 95
Aubuchon Hardware 12. 14
Edmunds Hardware 9.00
R.L. Whitcomb Inc. 120.00




Balance as of Nov. 1, 1979 273.84
WELFARE REPORT
I am pleased to report that this department closed 1979 in good shape. Thirteen
cases were processed and five remain open. Due to re-imbursement on the part of
the majority of recipients, the total expense to the Town needy was $211.34. The
elderly, particularly those on fixed incomes, are struggling for survival re the fuel
situation but thankfully the Federal Fuel and Energy Assistance Program has
come forth with generous financial aid for the 1979-80 heating season.
Barbara Huntley
Officer of Public Welfare
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
This department had a total of nine various types of health problems in 1979, and
all were satisfactorily resolved. There has been no expense to the town with these







Your Police Department wishes to thank the citizens of this town for their
cooperation and assistance over the past year.
Over the past twelve months compared to the prior year we have been able to
maintain the number of complaints and criminal activity in town to an increase of
only two (2) complaints. This was accomplished due to increased patroling done
over a longer period of time rather than just for a few months in the summer. The
increased patroling was allowed by the increase in the police budget last town
meeting.
Although, the total number of complaints has remained basically the same, the
number of miscellaneous complaints has risen in comparison to the substantial
decrease in criminal complaints.
Your Police Department is asking for a nominal increase this year due to our
inflated economy. As you all know petroleum products have increased con-
siderably and in order to provide adequate patroling we will need at least the same
amount of gasoline this year at a higher cost per gallon.
Also, this year we will have to go to a new dispatch or answering service because
Continental Telephone Company will no longer provide one after May 31, 1980. We
have found an alternative which will be provided by a new dispatch center in Hills-
borough which will allow us better coverage than we have had in the past. The new
dispatch center will be utilized by seven area towns for police, fire, and rescue.
Our share of the overall cost will be $880.00 per year more than we are now paying
for Continental's services.




Solved by court or
Other actions 37
Accidents 32























Gift Books Received 86







Films (Pierce School) 48
Payments & Receipts
Fines $9.55
Donation (Pierce School) $20.00
Postage & Miscellaneous $100.36
Balance on hand 12/31/79 $3.08
















Totals disbursed; $4,910.34 $5,513.32
Receipts;
CheckingAccountBalances January 1, 1979 $ 47.71 $526.34
Town Appropriation 2,200.00 2,000.00
Trust Funds 3,188.97 3,903.95
1978
REPORT OF THE WATER COMMISSIONERS
The past year has been, at best, a frustrating one for the Water Commissioners.
As you recall the town authorized the commissioners to comply with the state
mandate to complete an engineering study of the water system to determine what
was needed to comply with the Federal Clean Water Act of 1973.
Briefly, this study brought out the following facts which need correction at some
time in the future
:
1. There are two large leaks in the dam at the upper reservoir causing a loss
of almost as much water as the town generally uses.
2. There is a length of 6" main roughly from Philip Knowles old house to the
old pumping station which should be replaced.
3. The main running up the Hancock Road to Edwards Acre is very old and
too small to carry the volume of water needed at that end of town, especially in
case of fire and use of hydrants. The fire underwriters have also made issue of
this condition.
4. The water from our reservoir will not meet the standards set by the Clean
Water Act, especially in regard to turbidity, without very expensive filtering
and chemical treatment.
In order to meet the requirements of the Clean Water Act and also to correct
some of the deficiencies in the system the engineers made the following recom-
mendations :
1. That a closed cistern be built somewhere above the existing reservoir
thereby eliminating the need of filtration and very little chemical treatment
and increasing the pressure to needed levels on the Hancock Road.
2. This would be supplied from the existing gravel pack well, which is more
than adequate to meet all needs in the foreseeable future. An automatic
pumping system would be part of this and some modification to the pump and
controls.
3. The estimated cost of this, last October, was about $375,000.00. Federal
agencies have indicated they would finance only 25% of the project and provide
low interest loans for the balance. The state has no money available for this
kind of project.
On December 11, 1979 the commissioners were notified by registered mail that
enabling articles to fund this project and start construction must be included in
this year's warrant and we were given until January 10, 1980 to appear at a hearing
in Concord to clarify or defend the town's position.
For various reasons it was impossible for the commissioners to attend the
meeting but a letter was sent stating our position and concerns. The Selectmen
also sent a letter of similar context. We were advised by phone that the letters had
been received and would serve as position papers, so to speak, at the January 10th
hearing.
In the letters we stated our view that at this date we could not hold adequate
hearings to inform the voters, that the town could in no way fund this large a
project at this time, that the zoning question being put to the voters this year was
too important to be side tracked as it were by anything else and that the results of
the vote on zoning would dictate the direction to be taken in updating the water
system.
We refused to put the articles in the warrant and to date have not heard from the
state.
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Town Counsel is studying to ascertain how much clout the state actually has in
this matter and how far they can go without providing match funding similar to
sewerage treatment plants.
Realistically, we feel that we must face some disturbing facts and address
ourselves to the solution of at least meeting the requirement of the Clean Water
Act.
As soon as it is clear in our minds exactly what the state will mandate and how
far they are prepared to go to enforce their mandates we will begin to hold public
hearings to inform the voters and seek direction in what the commissioners should
do.
In all probability we will have to put articles in next years warrant asking for
construction funds and might even have to hold a special town meeting at an
earlier date for this purpose.
In the meantime, with the cooperation of the selectmen, we are exploring every
possibility for alternative solutions and or funding of such a project.
We will be at the town meeting to answer any questions we can and would








Subject: M.W.S., BENNINGTON: BENNINGTON WATER DEPARTMENT,
TREATMENT OF SURFACE WATER SUPPLIES
Gentlemen:
In accordance with the provisions of RSA 148:22, the Commission, at its regular
meeting on December 12, 1979, was presented with a staff report concerning the
subject water supply and system. A copy of the staff report is enclosed for your
information and files.
Based upon the report, the Commission found
:
a) That the existing source of surface water for the Bennington Water
Department will require water treatment to comply with the Interim Primary
Water Standards for bacteria and turbidity.
b
)
That the limited yield of this source makes such treatment impractical.
c) That the existing well has sufficient capability to supply all water needs
for the Town within the design period.
d) That a new covered distribution reservoir is needed to replace the
existing uncovered reservoir which is both too shallow and at too low an
elevation.
The Commission further voted to inform the management of the Bennington
Water Department of these findings which is the purpose of this letter.
You are further informed that the Commission will hold a hearing at its next
regular meeting, on Thursday, January 10, 1980, at 11:00 in the morning, at which
time the management of the Bennington Water Department will be given op-
portunity to show cause why it should not be directed by the Commission to:
1) Abandon the surface source and to construct proper storage facilities as
outlined in the engineering report.
a) Initiate said action by appropriate articles in the March 1980 Town
Meeting Warrant, all with the objective of completing the necessary corrective
measure by January 1, 1982.
If you have any reason to believe that the above compliance date should be
modified, you are requested to submit an alternative schedule of compliance by
January 1, 1980. If this is not possible, you are requested to come to the hearing
prepared to present such a schedule to the Commission.
If you have any questions concerning this matter or do not plan to attend, please
notify me in writing before the Commission meeting.
Yours very truly,






Old Accounts collected 666.45
Rent of Equipment 20.00
Paid Treasurer 11,380.51
TO WATER CUSTOMERS OF BENNINGTON
We have been very lenient on water customers with large bills, but the list seems
to be growing and those with large bills seem to be growing larger. According to
the by-laws of the Water Department an account is delinquent after 60 days and
water service can be discontinued after notification to the water customer. We
hate to do it but we will have to start to enforce some of our rules. It is only fair to





REPORT OF UNCOLLECTED RENTS
Edward Bennett $17.95
Julie Brooks ( Tra iler
)
19 . 15
Julie Brooks (Residence) 57.65
Arthur Cernota (Page House) 6.00
James Champagne 10.50
Stephen Chase Jr. 61.50
William Cleary Pd. Jan. 4, 1980 22.00
Donald Clough Jr. 55.20














Raymond Holland Pd. Jan 4, 1980 95.30
Raymond Houghton 143.50





Walter Levesque Pd. Jan. 14, 1980 26.70
Richard Lyonns Sr . ( Residence
)
10.50
Richard Lyonns Sr. (Starrett Row) 22.00


















Tonic & Ice Cream 53.20
Lunch 75.70
Band 125.00




SUMMARY OF LANDFILL OPERATIONS,










Net cost of operations
Adjustment for payments received in 1979, for
the 4th Quarter of 1978 and payments not
received for the 4th Quarter of 1979
($3,683.57 — $3,058.00) (625.57)
NETCASH EXPENSE 1979 $ 193.27
NOTE — The year end liability on the Bennington Balance Sheet is what we owe
Antrim and Francestown — Their share of gravel sales net of the 4th Quarter
operating expenses.
ROAD AGENT'S REPORT
When I took office in March a very large amount of the budget had already been
spent. In trying not to exceed the budget, work was kept to a minimum, only doing
what was necessary to prevent our roads from further decay. The North Ben-
nington Road Project was completed this year. Up to this time we have had a very
mild winter with almost no snow.
Next summer and fall should keep the Highway Department quite busy doing the
necessary maintenance and overcoming the lack of maintenance on our roads over
the last few years.
The Highway Department extends its thanks to the people of Bennington for






The Planning Board's major concern has been the preparation of the proposed
zoning ordinance and preliminary work on a town master plan. The Zoning Study
Committee, with the help of the Southwestern Regional Planning Commission, has
been the principal force in the preparation of the proposed zoning ordinance and
preliminary work on a master plan.
We wish to thank the committee members and all the other people who have
spent many hours in volunteer work in these efforts to assure a planned future for
the Town of Bennington. We also solicit their continued help in the preparation of
the town master plan.
Two major sub-divisions were approved during 1979. The first, on South Ben-
nington Road, will add sixteen additional building lots ; the second, off Dodge Hill
Road, adding approximately twenty lots. Several other small sub-divisions were
approved.
A quick estimate indicates that there are over 100 previously sub-divided
building lots in the Town of Bennington on which construction has not been started.
If the economy permits, the growth rate of the town may be high in the next few
years.
Town of Bennington Planning Board
Wayne C. Roy, Chairman
REPORTOF THE ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 1979
In the area of appeals for variances and/or special exceptions from the Interim
Zoning Ordinance, the Board of Adjustment received and acted on 6 petitions, a
slight increase from 1978.
Following the formal hearings, the Board rendered decisions granting
petitioner's requests in all 6 cases. In 5 of these instances, the requests were
granted subject to particular stipulations and limitations in order to minimize any
possible adverse effect on the community.
The records of all these hearings are available at the Town Hall.
The Board of Adjustment members have also spent many hours wearing the hats
of the Zoning Study Committee. The town is fortunate to have the dedicated public






REPORT OF THE ZONING STUDY COMMITTEE 1979
1979 saw the culmination of nearly two years of work by committee members in
the form of a proposed Zoning Ordinance for the Town. The Southwestern New
Hampshire Regional Planning Commission provided substantial technical advice
and were responsible for the initial printing of the proposed ordinance as well as
the Zoning maps. We are very grateful for their patience and guidance.
Town's people will recall the crisis in October of 1977 which resulted in the
Town's adoption of the Interim Zoning Ordinance. A proposed land-fill on the South
Bennington Road was met with a swift and united opposition. In order to assess the
Town's position on Zoning, whether temporary or permanent, this Committee was
appointed.
The information received by the committee from questionnaires and interested
citizens indicated overwhelmingly that the Town strongly desired to have control
over the inevitable growth which Bennington will experience. Such control,
namely, the orderly and reasonable development of the Town based upon present
and future needs and potentials can only be achieved through some form of a
zoning ordinance. Without zoning Bennington will have exactly the same
vulnerability it had in October of 1977, only now there will be no way in which the
Town can prevent an undesirable development or use of land within its boundaries.
It is the position of the Zoning Study Committee that the proposed ordinance
fairly and accurately represents a consensus of opinion of Bennington's citizens.
This is not to say that everyone is in agreement with every section of the or-
dinance; it does mean that what the people want for a bottom line — control over
future growth, will be achieved if the ordinance is adopted.
Nearly all the committee members have spent many, long hours wrestling with
the problems and complexities involved in proposing an ordinance. The unselfish
dedication of these people is a feather in the Town's cap and stands out as a beacon







An order to promote the health, safety, convenience and general
welfare of the community by regulating the use of land in the Town of
Bennington.
ARTICLE I PURPOSE and AUTHORITY
In pursuance of authority conferred by Chapter 31, Sections 60-89,
New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, 1955, and for the pur-
pose of promoting the health, safety, and general welfare of the Town
of Bennington, to protect the value of property, to prevent the over-
crowding of land, to avoid undue concentrations of population, to
provide for transportation, water, sewage disposal, schools and public
requirements, the following ordinance is hereby enacted by the voters
of the Town of Bennington, New Hampshire in official meeting
convened on .
ARTICLE II ZONING DISTRICTS and ZONING MAP
The Town of Bennington is hereby divided into the following Zoning
Districts as shown on the "Zoning Map of Bennington, New Hamp-
shire", dated , which, with all explanatory matter therein
shall be considered part hereof. The original map is filed in the office
of the Bennington Town Clerk. (See Appendix for zoning district
descriptions.)
Districts: Purpose and Intent
RURAL/AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT — This District is designed to
accommodate residential uses in what is commonly recognized as
being a rural environment. The property included within this District
will accommodate open space and low density uses including
agricultural and farming activities. This District is considered to be a
future growth area for the Town and new uses should be carefully
controlled.
VILLAGE DISTRICT — The Village District encompasses the more
highly developed section of Town, and provides forthe location of that
mixture of typical uses that generally characterizes the New England
village center. This area usually contains smaller lots, less open
space, and more concentrated and diversified land uses than in the
Rural/Agricultural District.
INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT — This District includes the town's existing
major industry and provides for reasonable modification and ex-
pansion of that industry and other industrial uses.
District Boundaries
Where uncertainty exists with respect to the boundaries of any of the
aforesaid Districts as shown on the Zoning Map, the following rules
shall apply:
Property Lines: If the District Boundary is a property line, the
boundary shall follow such property line as described In the Tax
Assessor's records at the effective date of these regulations.
Measured Lines: Unless otherwise indicated, if a District Boundary Is
stated by a measured distance from a street, such distance shall be
measured perpendicularly from the boundary of such street which Is
on the same side as the District.
Streets, Rivers, Brooks: If opposite sides of a street, river or brook are
in different Districts, the center line of the street, river or brook shall
be the District Boundary
Railroad Line: Where the boundary line of a District follows a railroad
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line, such boundary shall be deemed to be located In the middle or the
main tracks of said railroad line.
Lakes or other Bodies of Water: Where the boundary of a District
follows a lake or other body of water, the boundary line shall be
deemed to be at the limit of the Jurisdiction of the town of Bennington
unless otherwise indicated.
Where interpretation is required or in cases of uncertainty, the
Bennington Planning Board shall determine the location of the District
Boundary.
ARTICLE III GENERAL REGULATIONS
Application of Regulatlorts:
Except as hereinafter provided,
1. No building or land shall hereafter be used or occupied and no
building or part thereof shall be erected, moved or altered except in
conformity with the Regulations herein specified for the District in
which it is located.
2. No building shall hereafter be erected or altered
a. to exceed the height,
b. to accommodate or house a greater number of families,
c. to occupy a greater percentage of lot area, or
d. to have narrower or smaller yards than is specified herein for the
District In which such building is located.
3. No part of a yard or other open space about any building required
for the purpose of complying with the provisions of these Regulations
shall be included as a part of a yard or other open space similarly
required for another building.
Non-Conforming Uses:
Any non-conforming use of land or buildings lawfully existing at the
effective date of these Regulations, or of any pertinent amendment
thereto, may be continued. In addition, any building so existing which
was designed, intended for, arranged, or is devoted to a non-
conforming use, may be structurally altered and the non-conforming
use therein continued all subject to the following requirements.
1. A non-conforming use may be changed to a conforming use, but
may not then be changed back to a non-conforming use.
2. A non-conforming use which has been discontinued fora period of
one year shall not thereafter be resumed.
3. A non-conforming use may be enlarged or extended upon approval
of the Bennington Board of Adjustment, if it is deemed that the en-
largement or extension does not adversely affect, in any way, the area
In whicfi the non-conforming use Is located, the adjacent properties,
the character or environment of the neighborhood, or increases traffic
on the streets serving the area.
4. When a building In which there is a non-conforming use Is
destroyed by fire, explosion, or act of God, it may be restored and the
non-conforming use continued upon approval of the Bennington
Board of Adjustment, provided that it covers no more land area and
has no greater cubical content or height than it originally had.
5. Nothing in these Regulations shall prevent the strengthening or
restoration to a safe or lawful condition of any part of a building or
structure declared unsafe by any duly authorized official or




Provided that safe and adequate disposal of sewage and a safe water
supply can be provided without endangering the health and safety of
adjoining residents, and provided that the existing non-conforming lot
contains not less than 20,000 square feet, nothing in these
Regulations shall prevent the construction of a permitted building or
the establishment of a permitted use on a lot containing less than the
prescribed area or width at the effective date of these Regulations, or
any pertinent amendment thereto, if it was:
1. Owned separately from any adjoining lot and recorded in the
Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds, or,
2. Shown on a plan or subdivision approved by the Bennington
Planning Board and recorded In the Hillsborough County Registry of
Deeds, or,
3. One of a group of adjacent lots of record under the same ownership
on the effective date of these Regulations.
Prohibited Uses:
No building or improvement shall be erected, used or maintained, and
no land shall be used or maintained for any use, trade, business, or
process which is obnoxious or offensive by reason of gas, odor, dust,
smoke, vibration, liquid discharge, illumination, noise, or which
constitutes a public hazard whether by fire, explosion, or otherwise.
Accessory Buildings and Uses:
Any accessory use or any accessory building which is customarily
Incidental to the principal use or building located on the same lot with
the principal use or building shall be permitted in all districts.
Lots Lying in More than One District:
Where a District Boundary line divides a lot of record at the time such
line is adopted, the regulations for the less restricted portion of such
lot shall extend not more than thirty (30) feet into the more restricted
portion provided the lot has frontage on a street in the less restricted
district.
ARTICLE IV USE REGULATIONS
RURALI AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT (RA)
This District Is designed to accommodate residential uses In what Is
commonly recognized as being a rural environment. Agriculture and
other low density uses shall also be permitted. This District Is con-
sidered to be a future growth area for the Town and new uses are to be
carefully controlled.
Permitted uses in the Rural/ Agricultural (RA) District are as follows:
1. One family residence
2. Tourist home
3. Convalescent honie, nursing home
4. Educational, church or public and semi-public uses provided they
are not carried on for profit
5. Veterinarian, commercial stable or kennel
6. General farming, including horticulture, dairying, livestock and
poultry raising, and other agricultural enterprises or uses
7. Roadside stands for the sale of home grown produce provided
that they are so located on the lot as not to create roadside hazards or
undue traffic congestion
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8. Excavation of natural materials as provided for and restricted by
state statutes and/or local regulation
9. Commercial agricultural uses such as nurseries and greenhouses
10. Real estate office
11. Customary Home Occupations which commonly are recognized
by substantial and long practice as having been carried on in a
residence by the occupant thereof, providing that;
a. such operations be located withiri the same structure as a
residence of the proprietor
b. such operations employ no more than two persons not resident
on the premises
c. such operations not utilize more than one-third of the total
enclosed floor area of the structure and not alter the exterior of the
structure.
12. Accessory uses which are clearly incidental to the uses permitted
herein.
Uses permitted by Special Exception in accordance with Article VI of
these Regulations are as follows:
a. All light Industrial uses.
b. Commercial recreational facility.
VILLAGE DISTRICT {V)
The Village District (V) Is intended to provide compact areas within
which the commercial and business uses necessary to service the
needs of the community may function.
Permitted uses in the Village District (V) are as follows:
1. One family residence
2. Place of worship
3. Hotel, Inn, Motel including such retail business within these
permitted uses are conducted for the convenience of the residents
thereof
4. Public utilities buildings, except sewage disposal or Incinerator
facilities, provided there Is no service yard or garage
5. Retail business establishments
6. Professional offices
7. Real estate office
8. Restaurant, cafeteria, bakery and confectionery shop
9. Grocery or general store primarily serving the everyday needs of
the resident population
10. Bank or financial institution
11. Indoor theatre and private clubs
12. Accessory uses which are clearly incidental to the uses permitted
herein
Uses permitted by Special Exception In accordance with Article VI of
these Regulations are as follows:
a. Gasoline Station for the sale of fuel and petroleum products for
motor vehicles.
b. Commercial recreational facility.
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frontage for the applicable zoning district, may be created. The lot
must have a minimum right-of-way for access from a public road of at
least 50 feet in width, meeting the gradient and curvature requirements
for the entire length of the right-of-way as specified in the town of
Bennington Subdivision Regulations.
ARTICLE V SPECIAL REGULATIONS
Conversion of Existing Buildings
Any dwelling which has been in existence as such for more than ten
years may be converted in any District to contain one additional
dwelling unit provided that the following requirements are met:
1
.
Fire escapes and stairways, if required, shall be located on the rear
of the building where practicable and shall not be located on any
building wall facing a street.
2. After conversion of the dwelling, it shall retain substantially Its
original appearance as a one-family dwelling.
ARTICLE VI SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
The granting of Special Exceptions relating to the specific uses listed
below, permits the inclusion into the zoning pattern of development In
Bennington these uses, where their nature is such that their location
must be considered in light of these special restrictions tailored to fit
the unique problems which the use presents.
Gasoline Service Station:
No Special Exception shall be granted for the erection of a gasoline
service station or for a garage for the repair, servicing, maintenance or
painting of motor vehicles, or for the conversion of any premises not
so used to be used for such purposes, if any part of the lot In question
is situated within a distance of 200 feet, as measured along the public
streets, from any of the following:




1. No entrance or exit for motor vehicles, for such garage or service
station, or for the conversion of a property for such use, shall be
within 100 feet as measured along a street or highway from any part of
a residential property of another person located on the same street or
highway.
2. No existing garage or gasoline station conforming to this provision
at the time of the passage of these regulations shall be deemed to
become a non-conforming use through the subsequent erection of
such school, church, library or theatre, within the aforesaid prescribed
area.
Light Industry:
Light Industry is permitted In the Rural/Agricultural District by
Special Exception provided that:
1
.
Each lot is located adjacent to and has frontage on a public street
or highway of at least 500' and Is located on a lot of at least five acres.
2. No offensive dust, dirt, fly ash, smoke or other objectionable
material shall be emitted into the air.
3. No noise which Is objectionable due to volume, frequency or




The industrial District (I) is Intended to accommodate the town's
major industry and provide an area within the Town for manufacturing,
processing, treatment, research, warehousing, storage, and distribu-
tion, where there Is minimum danger of explosion or other hazards to
health or safety.
Permitted uses In the Industrial District (I) are as follows:
1
.
Manufacturing, processing and treatment
2. Warehousing and storage with the exception of dangerous in-
dustrial wastes
3. Distribution and transportation
4. Research laboratories
5. Retail facilities and incidental services and uses
6. Accessory buildings
7. Public utility buildings
All industries shall limit to the extent possible offensive smoke
conditions, objectlonal noise, offensive waste disposal, excessive
brightness of lighting and vibration, and shalicomply with all relevant
rules and regulations issued by the New Hampshire Air Pollution
Control Commission, New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution
Control Commission, Solid Waste Disposal Section of the New
Hampshire Division of Public Health Service and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency or their successor agencies.
All industrial wastes regarded as dangerous shall not be permitted to
be stored or disposed of within the Industrial District.
A site development plan shall be submitted to and approved by the
Bennington Planning Board Indicating existing and proposed grading,
means of vehicular access and egress, storm water drainage, parking
areas, and landscaping sufficient to screen the property development
from adjacent land owners.
BUILDING SCHEDULE FOR ALL ZONING DISTRICTS
Rural/
Industrial Village Agricultural
3 2y2 2V2Maximum stories (buildings)
Maximum height in feet
(buildings)
Minimum lot frontage
Minimum lot area (acres)
Minimum setback from street
(feet)
Minimum setback from all


























(adequate to meet require-
ments of intended use as
approved by the Board of
Selectmen on advice of
the Planning Board)
Development of Rear Lots
An Individual rear lot (excluding the creation of a new subdivision)
meeting the lot area requirements of the District in which It Is to be
located and having an average minimum width equal to the required
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4. No offensive wastes shall be discarded into any stream, water
course or sewer.
5. No material which is dangerous as explosive, radioactive or
otherwise, or is a fire hazard shall be used, stored or manufactured.
6. No light which is objectionable due to brightness shall be trans-
mitted outside the property from which it originates.
7. No vibration shall be transmitted outside the property from which it
originates.
8. A Site Development Plan is provided to the Board of Adjustment
indicating existing and proposed grading, means of vehicular access
and egress, storm water drainage, parking areas and landscaping
sufficient to screen the property development from adjacent land-
owners.
Commercial Recreational Facilities:




No noise which is objectionable forany reason shall be transmitted
outside the property development for commercial recreational pur-
poses.
2. No undue traffic hazard or congestion in the streets will be created
by the proposed use.
3. The development of the premises for a commercial recreational use
will not necessitate extra or unusual servicing of the property by the
Town of Bennington.
ARTICLE VII DEFINITIONS
Except where specifically defined herein, all words in this ordinance
shall carry their customary meanings. Words used in the present tense
include the future, and the plural includes the singular; the word "lot"
includes the word "plot"; the word "building" includes the word
"structure"; the word "shall" is intended to be mandatory; "occupied"
or "used" shall be considered as though followed by the words "or
intended, arranged or designed to be used or occupied".
ACCESSORY BUILDING — Any subordinate building or portions of
the main building, the use of which is customarily incidental to that of
the main building on the same lot or premises and which is used
primarily by the occupants of the main building.
ACCESSORY USE — Any use customarily incidental, related, and
clearly subordinate to a principal use established on the same lot or
premises.
BUILDING — Any structure having a roof and Intended for the shelter,
housing orenclosure of persons, animals, or materials.
BUILDING COVERAGE — The percentage which the aggregate area of
all buildings on the lot bears to the area of the lot.
BUILDING HEIGHT — The vertical distance from the finished grade at
any point under consideration to the ridge of the roof.
BUILDING LINE — A line parallel to a street at a distance from the
street line equal to the required front yard or at agreater distance when
otherwise established by the Town of Bennington or when established
by the owner and recorded in the Hillsborough County Registry of
Deeds. The establishment of a building line may exclude such ap-
purtenances to the building front as entrance steps and chimney
foundations.
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CLUB — An organization of persons pursuant to the provisions of tlie
membership corporation law or the benevolent orders law which is the
owner, lessee or occupant of an establishment operated solely for a
recreational, social, patriotic, political, benevolent or athletic pur-
pose, but not for pecuniary gain, and includes the establishment so
operated. A club shall cater only to its members or guests ac-
companying them.
DWELLING — A building, or part of a building, which contains living
and sleeping accommodations for permanent occupancy.
FAMILY — Any number of individuals related by blood, marriage or
adoption, living together as a single housekeeping unit.
GARAGE, PRIVATE — A detached or accessory building or a portion
of a main building, primarily used for the parking and storage of motor
vehicles belonging to the occupants of the premises.
GARAGE, PUBLIC — A building or use, other than a private garage
used for the maintenance, repair, painting, performing of body work,
storage of motor vehicles and retail sale of petroleum products for
motor vehicles.
LIGHT INDUSTRY — A use that has 15 kw per 1,000 square feet of
space or less, or its equivalent.
LOT — A plot or parcel of land occupied, or capable of being oc-
cupied, in conformity with these Regulations by one principal building
and the accessory buildings or uses customarily incident thereto,
including such open spaces as are required by these Regulations. In
the case of multiple dwellings, row dwellings, institutional uses,
industrial or commercial buildings, a group of buildings under the
same ownership may be considered as occupying the same lot.
LOT AREA — The required lot area shall be deemed to be the product
of multiplying the average width of the lot by a lot depth not greater
than three times such width, regardless of the extreme depth of the
lot.
LOT, CORNER — A lot at the junction of and fronting on two or more
intersecting streets having an interior angle of less than 120 degrees at
the intersection of the two street lines.
LOT COVERAGE — The percentage which the aggregate building area
of all buildings on the lot bears to the area of the lot.
LOT DEPTH — The mean distance from the street line of the lot to its
rear lot line measured in the general direction of its side lot lines.
LOT FRONTAGE — The distance between the lot side lines as
measured along the building line of the lot. Frontage shall be on an
approved street, aClass I, II, III, IV orV highway.
LOT, REAR — A lot meeting the minimum lot area requirements and
all other requirements of these Regulations, but which is situated to
the rear of existing property so as to be unable to meet the frontage
requirements of the District in which it is located.
MOBILE HOME — Any vehicle or similar portable structure having no
foundation other than wheels, jacks, or skirtings and so used,
designed or constructed as to permit its being used as a conveyance
and as a dwelling or a sleeping place for one or more persons, and
provided with lavatory, toilet, and bathtub whether or not such vehicle
is actually immobile because of temporary or permanent utilities,
connections, foundations, or other features that attach it to a fixed
site.
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MOTEL — A building or a group of buildings providing lodging for
persons generally having private outside entrances for each room or
suite of rooms and for each of which rooms or suite of rooms
automobile parking is provided on the premises.
HOTEL or INN — A building, or portion thereof, where lodging is
offered to transient guests for compensation and In which there are
more than five sleeping rooms with no cooking facilities in an in-
dividual room or apartment.
PROFESSIONAL — Of or pertaining to a calling requiring specialized
knowledge and long and Intensive preparation, such as doctors,
lawyers, architects, engineers, accountants, etc.
SETBACK — The open space required between any building or
structure and the street or property lines. The setback from a given line
shall be Interpreted to be the average distance, measured at right
angles to that line, to the extreme corner of the nearest side of the
building or structure.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION — A Special Exception permits the inclusion
into the zoning pattern of uses considered to be essentially desirable,
but where the nature of the use Is such that Its location must be
considered in light of special restrictions or conditions tailored to fit
the unique problems which the use presents. The Special Exception
relates to a specific use In a specific location, and the regulations
controlling these Special Exceptions are contained in these
Regulations.
STREET — The street or public way is meant to Include all ways that
are maintained by the Siate or town, as Class I, II, III, IV and V high-
ways.
STRUCTURE — Anything constructed or erected which requires
location on the ground. Including signs, but not Including fences or
walls used as fences.
TOURIST HOME — A building consisting of a room or groups of
rooms located on one premise, where transient accommodations for
sleeping or living purposes for not more than six persons are provided
for compensation.
YARD. FRONT — A yard extending across the full width of the lot and
lying between the front line of the lot (the street line) and a parallel line
at a distance therefrom as specified In these Regulations.
YARD, REAR — A yard extending across the full width of the lot and
lying between the rear lot line of the lot and a line a distance therefrom
as specified by these Regulations.
YARD. SIDE — A yard between the side lot line of the lot and a line at
a distance therefrom as specified In these Regulations.
VARIANCE — An act of the Board of Adjustment which allows a
variation from the terms of these Regulations as will not be contrary to
the public interest, where, owing to special conditions, a literal en-
forcement of the provisions of the Regulations will result In un-
necessary hardships, and so that the spirit of the Regulations shall be
observed and substantial justice be done.
ARTICLE VIM ADMINISTRATION and ENFORCEMENT
IntBrpretatlon of Ragulatlons:
In their interpretation and application, the provisions of these
Regulations shall be held to be the minimum requirements adopted for
the promotion of the public health, safety, comfort, convenience and
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general welfare. It Is not intended that these Regulations repeal,
abrogate, annul or in any way Impair or interfere with any existing
provisions of the law or ordinance or any rules, regulations or pernnlts
previously adopted or issued, or which shall be adopted or issued
pursuant to law, relating to the use of buildings or premises; nor is it
intended by these Regulations to interfere with or abrogate or annul
any easements, covenants or other agreements between parties;
provided, however, that where these Regulations impose greater
restriction upon the use of buildings or premises or upon the height of
buildings, or require larger yards or other open spaces than are im-
posed or required by such existing provisions of law or ordinance, or
by such rules, regulations or permits, or by such easements,
covenants or agreements, the provisions of these Regulations shall
control.
Enforcement and Penalties:
These Regulations shall be administered and enforced by the Board of
Selectmen of the Town of Bennington, which is empowered to cause
any building, structure, place or premises to be inspected and
examined and to order, in writing, the remedying of any conditions
found to be in violation of any provision of these Regulations.
Certificate of Occupancy {or Building Permit):
No land shall be occupied or used and no building hereafter erected,
or extended, at a cost of $1,000 or more, shall be used or changed in
use until a certificate of occupancy shall have been used by the Board
of Selectmen, or their agent, stating that the proposed building or use
thereof complies with the provisions of these Regulations.
No non-conforming use shall be maintained, renewed, changed or
extended without a certificate of occupancy having first been issued
by the Board of Selectmen or theiragent.
No permit for excavation for, erection or alteration of, any building
shall be issued until an application has been made for a certificate of
occupancy.
The Board of Selectmen, or their agent, shall maintain a record of all
certificates and copies shall be furnished upon request to any person
having a proprietary or tenancy interest in the building affected.
A certificate fee shall be charged in amount to be determined by the
Board of Selectmen from time to time to cover the charges incurred In
the enforcement of these Regulations.
Board of Adjustment:
The Board of Selectmen shall appoint a Board of Adjustment con-
sisting of five members and two alternates conforming In duties and
authority to the provisions of Chapter 31 of the New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated.
Validity of Regulations:
If any section, paragraph, subdivision, clause or provision of these
Regulations shall be adjudged Invalid, such adjudication shall apply
only to the section, paragraph, subdivision, clause or such provision
so adjudged, and the remainder of these Regulations shall be deemed
to be valid and effective.
Amendments:
This Ordinance, and the boundaries of Zoning Districts established
hereunder, may from time to time be amended orchanged as provided
by Chapter 31 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated.
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Effective Date:
The Effective Date of this Ordinance and the Zoning Map shall be the
date of passage of the Regulations
APPENDIX
Description of zoning districts to accompany Bennington Zoning Districts
Map:
INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT (I)
Bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a point that is on a perpendicular and south from the center
of the intersection of Starrett and Antrim roads and located on that per-
pendicular in the center of the Contoocook River,
then northerly along that perpendicular to a point north of and along the
centerline of Starrett Road 250 feet from the center of its intersection with
Antrim Road,
then westerly along a line parallel to and 250 feet from the centerline of the
Antrim Road to a point 235 feet east from its intersection with the cen-
terline of the Boston and Maine Railroad tracks,
then northerly for a distance of approximately 2,300 feet along a line
parallel to and 235 feet from the centerline of the Boston and Maine
Railroad tracks to a point on a perpendicular 235 feet east of the centerline
of the railroad tracks and a 3-foot by 5-foot box culvert beneath the rail-
road tracks,
then west along that perpendicular as extended west to a point that is the
centerline of the Contoocook River,
then along the centerline of the Contoocook River and under the Antrim
Road to the point of the beginning, the perpendicular south of the center
of the intersection of Starrett and Antrim roads.
VILLAGE DISTRICT (V)
Bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at a point that is on a perpendicular and south from the center
of the intersection of the Starrett and Antrim roads and located along that
perpendicular in the center of the Contoocook River and contiguous to the
boundary of the Industrial District described herein,
then northerly along the perpendicular and the centerline of Starrett Road
250 feet from the center of the intersection of Starrett and Antrim roads,
then westerly along a line parallel to and 250 feet from the centerline of the
Antrim Road to a point 235 feet east of the centerline of the Boston and
Maine Railroad tracks,
then northerly along the line contiguous to the Industrial District and 235
feet east of and parallel to the Boston and Maine Railroad tracks to a point
that is on a perpendicular west from the centerline of Bible Hill Road and
200 feet north of the center of the intersection, of Bible Hill and Starrett
roads,
then east along that perpendicular and across Bible Hill Road to a point on
a perpendicular 600 feet from and east of the centerline of Bible Hill Road,
then southerly along a line 600 feet from and parallel to Bible Hill Road
and across the Cemetery Road to and along a line parallel to and 600 feet
from the centerline of Eaton Avenue to a point on the Francestown Road
(Route 47) 500 feet northeasterly of the center of the intersection of Eaton
Avenue and Francestown Road (Route 47),
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then on a southerly diagonal to a point on Corkin Brook that intersects the
centerline of Greenfield Road (Route 31),
then following the centerline of Corkin Brook under the Greenfield Road
(Route 31), then under the Old Greenfield Road, and then under the South
Bennington Road to a point on a perpendicular west of the South Ben-
nington Road in the centerline of the Gontoocook River,
then following the center of the Gontoocook River to a point on a line that
is perpendicular to U.S. Highway Route 202 and 100 feet southwest of the
center of the intersection of U.S. Highway Route 202 and Ross Road,
then northwesterly along that perpendicular and to a point 700 feet nor-
thwesterly from the centerline of U.S. Highway Route 202,
then on a line parallel to and 700 feet from the centerline of U.S. Highway
Route 202 to a point on the centerline of Pierce Street that is 700 feet from
the center of the intersection of U.S. Highway Route 202 and Pierce
Street,
then to a point north on a perpendicular 250 feet from the centerline of
Pierce Street,
then along a line 250 feet north of and parallel to the centerline of Pierce
Street easterly to its intersection with the centerline of the Gontoocook
River,
then northerly along the centerline of the Gontoocook River to the point of
the beginning, a point south of the center of the intersection of Starrett
and Antrim roads and contiguous to the Industrial District.
RURAL/AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT (RA)
Bounded and described as followed:























































































































A? OF APRIL 1» 1979
NAUF AMD OESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER
ADAMS AL»1A
LAND & 3UIL3INGS $750 12»000 t&f500 A 19t250
ALD'ICH DAVID & KENDRA
HOMESTEAD 1.75 t2»250 $21,5 00 1?3,750
ANDREWS 3RUCE
WESTON SUB OIV 3.75 $5, COO $51,500
ARMSTRONG JOHN ALICE & EDNA







$21,000 $ f , =
AUCLAIR henry <! MILDRED
PECKHAr HOMESTEAD J2,^00 A ill ,100
A7Z0LA "^^A'JCESCA
H0"ESTE4D $900 $10,850 $11,730
BARROWS FRED EST
HOMESTEAD .50 $1,500 $13,500
?EAUCHE\: R'13ERT & HSIV








BENNETT £DUARD S. VICKI
GRISWOLD 1.00 $1,500
dE\'NETT EVLRETT & ELEANOR
HOMESTEAD .75 '1,500 $13,500 $15,000
jennett morman & barbara




PARKING LOT 1.00 $2,700
TOWN OF BENNINGTON
LOTS 1 -< AND 3 ONSET
3EN0IT EDWARD & MARY LOU







3ILLINGS HERBERT 6 WILLIAM
KBW LOT 1 & TRAILER 5.00 $6,000 $7,500 $6,000 A $19,500
BISSELL ARTHUR «. LORETTA
BILLESIMO HOME 5.00 $t,500 $36,000 $<t0,500
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NAME AND DESCRIPTION LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL








BROOKS DAVID ' JULIE
HAWKINS





3URR0WS UCHARD <i, PATRICIA
SMITH HOUSE
BUTT CLAUDE & CATHERINE
COTTAGE
3UXT0N SANDRA f LOUISE
HOMESTEAD LOT = EDWARD<






CASS EDWARD i HELEN
HOMESTEAD
CAVERLY 3ARDMER 8, VIRGINIA
KIMBALL HOME


















CLARK OSCAR %, TERESA
HOMESTEAD




CLEARY WILLIAM & JOYCE MINER
HEATH HOUSE
CLEARY WILLIAM & SANDRA M.
HOMESTEAD






CLOUGH HARRY & NANCY
HOMESTEAD









LAND ON ROUTE 31


























































NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER
COVE>JT'»Y RICHARD & ELIZABETH
KBW LOT 5
LOT * <3U






































COLBY GREEN LAND 16.00 $12*000 $12*000
DALTON FRANK & DEBORAH
HOMESTEAD LOT 7 EDWARDS .75 $3*500 $19*000 $22*500
DAVIDSON ROGER & MARY
HOMESTEAD .25 $1*000 $12*500 $13*500
DAVISON ROLAND & JEAN









OESCHEMES ALBERT & PAULINE
AYERS HOMESTEAD
DIEMOND JOSEPH I PATRICIA
HOMESTEAD




















GARAGE FOUNDATION & LAND
DORR LARRY & JANE
GLADYS WARREN HOMESTEAD









LAND & TRAILER !.50 $6*000
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$7*500 A




SAU MILL & SHED
COTTAGE
BARN







ELLIOTT RICHARD J & NORMA C
WOOD HOMESTEAD





















POST OFFICE BUILDING .50
BAILEY LAND 4.75






GLYNN DAVID A. t EDWARD J. LUI2
BALCH HOMESTEAD & LOT 1 1.00
LOT 2 BALCH ACRES 1.00
GOFF SOPHIE W
HOMESTEAD LOT 12 EDWARDS .75




GULISH RONALD & LINDA






































































NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL









HECK LOUIS K & LYNN
LOT B K3U TRAILER
HOLDEN ARTHUR 8 BETTY
3UCKMAN HOMESTEAD
LOT 5 K3W SUB DIV
HOLLAND RAYMOND
DURGIN HOUSE
HUNTINGTON SYDNEY S NADA
GILLIS HILL LOT 21





































JOHNSON DAVID & PAULINE
DOE HOMESTEAD
JOHNSON FRANK SR & ARDELLE
LAND & CABIN
CANDLE FACTORY
JOHNSON GEORGE & HELEN




HOMESTEAD LOT 8 EDWARDS



























$2*000 $3*750 A $7*750
24.00 $12*000 $25*500 $37*500
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NAME AND DETSCRIPTION LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
KYTE PAUL i PATRICIA
BURNHAM home:











LEBLANC FRANCIS & ANN





















LEFRANCOIS JOHN & PAULINE






LEVESQUE WALTER I JOY
FIRST NATL STORE APTS
LILJE3ERG ROBERT & SHEILA
HUGRON HOMESTEAD












LYONS RAYMOND & ROBERTA
HOMESTEAD
LYONS RICHARD JR & JUDITH








































NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
LYONS RICHARD SR & ARDELLE
HEIMINEN HOMESTEAD
LOT 1 MOONEY SUB DIV
HAGOON DENNIS & KATHERINE
LAND & TRAILER - NEMTON
MAGOON MARIE
LOT 1 PINE MEADOW
MAGOON ROGER
FRENCH HOMESTEAD & GARAGE
MAGOON SEAN P AND LINDA M GAFFNEY
LOT 2 PART OF BARTLETT LOT
MAILLETTE BERNARD & NANCY
LAND & TRAILER
HARTELL PETER S LOUISE
HOMESTEAD
HOLT HOMESTEAD
MCCARTHY JOSEPH & ARTIE
LOT 7 K3U




MILLS GARNET & FLORENCE
EATON HOMESTEAD
MINER KENNETH & JOYCE
HOMESTEAD
.50
NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
MOONEY FRANK & ANITA
HOMESTEAD
POLE BARN HOUSE
HOORE MARGARET & BARBARA DAVIES
HOMESTEAD LOT 6 REINFELDER
P^URRAY PAUL i EILEEN
HOMESTEAD
NAY ROBERT & KATHLEEN
DEVIN COTTAGE















MEUHALL LAURENCE & MAY
HOMESTEAD
BEMIS LAND





NOLAN JOSEPH & LORETTA
PINE MEADOWS LOT 17
NORMANOIN ERNEST & HAZEL
HOMESTEAD
NOUAK GARY S.
LOTS 1 9 10 11 16 HORIZON ACRE
NOUAK PETER J.
LOTS 3 6 7 12 HORIZON ACRES




O'BRIEN STEPHEN L & JILL S
LOT 16 ONSET AND LOG CABIN
ORDUAY FRANKLIN
HOMESTEAD
ORMES EDGAR & EMMA
DAY COTTAGE
5.50
NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER
OSSMAN GERALD ESTATE
HOMESTEAD CABINS & COTTAGE
PAIG': VERnA & SANDRA CLEARY
LAND
PARADISE JOHV & BRENDA





DARKER DONALD K BARBARA
SHELDON HOMESTEAD
PARKER MILAN & MARTHA
HOMESTEAD
PARSONS HAROLD & HILA
MCNUTT HOMESTEAD




POMROY GAERY & THELMA
NEW HOMESTEAD




POWERS ROBERT 8, HELEN
HOMESTEAD
PUTNAM TERRY & LORETTA
ALDRICH HOMESTEAD
RANDALL FREDERICK & LUCILLE
LOT 2 K3U
RAYNER GEORGE JR & LILLIAN
SAWYER HOMESTEAO
REED RICHARD & CAROLE
STROMBECK HOMESTEAD
RENSHAW ROLAND & LEONA
HAMM CAMP
25.00
NAME AND DESCRIPTION LAND BUILDINGS OTHER
ROY WAYNE & ALICE
DAVIS HOMESTEAD
SARGENT BARBARA
TRAILER ON LAND OF BIGELOU
SAUTELLE LYMAN & DORIS
MOONEY HOMESTEAD
SAWYER ARTHUR & MARGARET
HOMESTEAD
SAWYER EDWIN & BLANCHE
HOMESTEAD
SCHAFER HENRY 5 DORIS
TAYLOR HOMESTEAD
SCHNARE DONALD & JOAN
YOUNG HOMESTEAD
SCHOFIELD PAUL R THERESA
EATON HOUSE
SECOR NICHOLAS T & MARGARET MOLLOY
WILSON HOMESTEAD




















SISSON RICHARD & ANN
PINE MEANDOWS LOT 21 1.50 $3,500 $20,500
SJOGREN CHARLES 4 KATHLEEN
HOMESTEAD ,75 $1,500 $16,500
SMITH DOMALD & VIRGINIA
HOMESTEAD LOT 11 .75 $3,500 $19,000 $22,500
SMITH STANLEY
LOT 4 K3W 5.25 $4,500 $12,000 $16,500
SMITH WARREN & CHRISTINE
POMROY HOMESTEAD 1.50 $2,000 $19,000 $21,000
SOUTHWICK LAWRENCE
HOMESTEAD 4.00 $4,OC0 $14,000 $18,000
STARKWEATHER GEORGE
HOMESTEAD ?. TRAILER 1.50 $2,500 $7,500 $3,000 A $13,000
STEWART ARTHUR & ELSA
LOT 23 =INE MEADOWS 1.00 13, DOC $21,000 $24,000
STIMSON VIV.IAN
LAND ?, TRAILER !.00 $1,500 $1,000 $5,500 A $8,0iJ0
STONE JOHN & MARY
CARKIN HOUSE 4.00 $3,000 $12,000
STROUT FRANK & DAWN
LOT 9 PINE MEADOWS HOMESTEAD 4.50 $4,000 $20,000 $24,000
SWETT FREDERICK i, RUTH
FENERTY HOUSE 4.00 $3,000 $15,000 $18,000
TAYLOR DONALD & RHEA
HOMESTEAD $4,500 $19,500
93







TOUSSAINT MICHAEL & ANN
CONGREGATIONAL PARSONAGE




TRAXLER PAUL & JANE
HAGER LOT & TRAILER
TRAXLER PHILIP S ELSIE
HOMESTEAD
TROU JAMES & GRACE
HOMESTEAD
TYLER RODGER T
HOMESTEAD LOT f EDUARDS







HOMESTEAD HOUSE f. BAPN
WARREN HAROLD ?. DARENE
TRAILER & LEANTOO
WARREN JOHN » SHIRLEY
HOMESTEAD
PINE LAND
MEADOW LAND AT TOWN WELL
PORTION OF HOMESTEAD
WATTS ALAN AND JEAN T
HOMESTEAD LOT -» EDWARD ACRES












































































$7,500 $2,000 A $39,500








NAME AND DESCRIPTION LAND BUILDINGS OTHER
JILLIAMS REEVE N
LE3LANC HOME LOTS 5A 5R 6
UILLIAMSOM ROBERT
TRAILER






WILSON FRANK t. HAZEL
HOMESTEAD









WOOD ROBERT L f. LINDA A











C - INDUSTRIAL SLOGS
D - LAND USE ASSESSMENT
E - PU3LIC UTILITIES
F - VEHICLES
































2.00 $3,000 $15,000 $18,000






AS OF APRIL 1» 1979
ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
ABBOTT DAVID ESTATE
MOUNTAIN LAND
ABBOTT FRANCIS S ELIZABETH
BLUEBERRY HILL 12
ADAMS ANTHONY & PATRICIA
LOT 17 ONSET







ATTRIDGE J MILTON & FLORENCE
LAKIN HILL LAND ASSESSED
UNDER LAND USE LAW
GRISUOLO LOT
CLEARY LAND
10 HAYFIELD 2H FOREST
BANDILLA DONMA & KENNETH
PART LOT 10 BLUEBERRY HILL
3AVELAS APHRODITE
HOMESTEAD
BERWICK I SON LUMBER CO.
ANTRIM DEPOT LAND
BILLS ROBERT & GWENDOLYN
FOURNIER LAND




















?OYLE JA-ES ? BARBARA
LOT 1 EDWARDS




















BROWN P K INC
BAILEY LOT 16.00 $3,500 $3,500
3UCHAR LAURIE M
PART LOT 19 BLUEBERRY HILL






NAME AND DESCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER
3UTLER MARION
ROSS HOMESTEAD
CERAGIOLI PETER S HILDA
LOT Itl n PINE MEAOOUS
CHASE ALFRED
CAMP
CHASE JEFFREY H R LINDA L
FENERTY LAND LOT ?
CIELAKIE EDWARD
LOTS 10 & 11 HORIZON ACRES
CLARK ROBERT A
ST LAURENCE HOMESTEAD
COFFIN ROBERT & MARY
CAMP & LAND
CORBETT DAVID f. LINDA
LOT 29 ONSET
COTTRELL GILBERT
EOES LAND & TRAILER





DAGILIERE WILLIAM & MARY
LOT 6 PINE MEADOWS
DAIGNAULT RICHARD & ELEANOR
LOT <t HORIZON ACRES





BEMIS CAMP i TRAILER
OERIENZO JOSEPH & ANNE MARIE
LOT 5 PINE MEADOWS
DEVINE JOSEPH
LOT 9 GILLIS HILL
DICHARIA ANGELO
SAWYER PASTURE & TRAILER
BUILDING 8, TRAILER
DOYLE HAGEN i TIGHE
COLBY GREEN
DOYNO CARLO 8, ARLENE
BAILEY LOT K CAMP
DZIADUL PASQUA S


















































NAME AND OrSCRIPTION ACRES LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
EDMUNDS RICHARD
CODY LOT MT ROAD
EDUARDS E H <; SON
KNIGHT PASTURE
EGGERT CHARLES & ELIZABETH
YAKOVAKIS HOMESTEAD
ENGDAHL RICHARD & NINA
LOT 3 GILLIS HILL




FORNGES ROBE=!T & EVELYN
COTTAGE
FOSTER JAMES S, JEANETTE
HOME LOT 7 RHINEFELDEP
LOT 8 RHINEFELDER
LOT 8 GILLIS HILL




GALL WILLIAM & AUDREY
LOT 2 GILLIS HILL
GIBBONS HENRY H AND PAUL J
LOTS 3 & 4 BALCH ACRES
LOTS 1-2-3 ONSET
GLEASON JAMES & NOWAK ROBERT
ONSET SJB DIV 22 LOTS
GOLDSMITH JAMES* GADE» ROGER





GRASECK HENRY & BARBARA





LOT 15 COTTAGE GILLIS





TENNEY LAND ANTRIM DEPOT
10.00








LAND RT 31 & 202
HOUr DUDLEY & RUTH
COTTAGE













KIELY TH3"1AS & MARILYN
HORIZON ACRES LOT 20
KING RICHARD « BETTY
LOT 15 ^INE MEADOWS
KONDER J3HN 8, RAMONA

































COTTAGE .66 12,500 $12,000
KUSSMAUL ERNEST
GEORGE LAND 101.00 $27,000 12 7,000
LARSSEN HAROLD 0. FLORENCE
FOOTE COTTAGE 2.00 $1,500 $7,500 $9,000
LAURENZA JOSEPH & WENDY
LOTS 16 & 22 PINE MEADOWS 2.50 $6,000
LAVIOLETTE WEBSTER R i GAIL C
VILLAGE SPA ,50 $2,000 $16,000
LEFAVOUR JEAN
LOT 18 ONSET 1.00 $3,500 $5,500
LIBERTY BANK & TRUST CO
ONSET LOTS 40 - 41
















MCCULL0U5H MERRILL - DEVEVVE
DANFORTH LAND
MCKENNEY DENNIS D. & DARLENE L.
LOT 6 K8U
MCKIERNAN BERNARD & MAUPEEN
LOT 1 K3U
MCKIERNAN JOHN & SUSAN
LOTS ? 4 3 KBU
MCMAHON JAMET & MARY
GUSHING COTTAGE
MCINERNEY LEE
LOT 13 HORIZON ACRES
MCINERNEY THOMAS D.
LOTS 23 & 2<» HORIZON ACRES
MEDLYN ALFRED & BARBARA
ROCKUOOD LOT




MURRAY JAMES 8, LOUISE
LOTS 21 & 22 HORIZON
LOTS 13 & lA GILLIS
NAY WARD C & BARBARA B
LOT 12 BALCH ACRES
NELSON JAMES





































NEUHALL HENRY & ROBINA
CAMP 7.00 $3,000 $4,000 $7,000
NOONEY SANFORD & ELEANOR
COTTAGE 2.00 $4,000 $14,000 $18,000
O'BRIEN RICHARD & SUSAN
LOT 12 GILLIS 1.50 $3,000 $3,000
O'BRIEN FRANK & HELEN
LOT 4 HORIZON ACRES 1.00 $1,500 $1,500
O'CONNOR FREDERICK & JUDITH





PARADISE HO'^ER & THELWA
LOT It PINE MEADOWS
3ARISH HOWARD & MARCIA
BAILEY LHT
'AVACICH ^ny ?. ROSE
LOT r PINE MEADOWS
PHEL-'S JA'-FS & CHRISTINE
KBW LOT 7 ! HOUSE
POLSON ROSERT ^i GLORIA
Qf^JSET LOT 5
POKORNY JOEL S, VIVIANNE
ROBERT WILSON HOME




R It S REALTY CORP
OFF GILLIS HILL




RIFKIN MORTIMER & ANGELA





ROGERS HARRISON & BEATRICE
QUINN PASTURE
RYMES HEATING OILS INC
OIL DEPOT I GARAGE
SAMUELS LARRY & MARGARET
UHITTEMORE LAND
SARANTAKOS SIRMO & BESSIE





SEIM ERIC % RUTH
LOTS 17 & 18 HORIZON
SET-ON CORP
BOB CAT SKI AREA - APT BLDC











































NAME AND DESCRIPTION LAND BUILDINGS OTHER TOTAL
SHIELDS OANIEL & NAVCY
FREEMAN COTTAGE
SKERRY ROBERT J & GARY T-UNAS






LOTS 17 f. 1". GILLIS
SOFTY R03ERT S HILLICENT
OFF OLD COLLINS RD










TICKLER WM & CECILE




TRAILOR REX ?. CAROLINE
ONS'"T LCT tS
TREM=LEY RONALC J PATRICIA
LOT 4? ONSET
TROISI KlNNETH R fay
LOTS 2^ - 3S HORIZONS
VANIDERSTINE FRANCES






VERTEFEUILLE PAUL & FAITH
GILLIS HILL LOT 1 ?. HOUSE
VESELY JOSEPH
MT ROAD
VESPA MARGERY 5 JOSEPH
LOT 7 GILLIS HILL















































PART OF MT PASTURE R HOME
ASSESSED LAND USE VALUE
JHITTEM0=!E LAKE INC
ROXeURY CAMP
ylLSON EDWARD & LIBRA
BEMIS HOME









C - INDUSTRIAL PLDG^
D - LAND USE ASSESSMENT
E - PUBLIC UTILITIES
F - VEHICLES















5.00 1 ? . E C U
TOTAL $826. B00$1. 101,850 $27H,7't3 J2.210.5?3
$2-0
$ 2 . ^ n
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Colonel A.J. Pierce, the then owner of the
Monadnock Paper Mill, who donated the Pierce




The 9th and 10th grades of the first year of the
Pierce School — 1929. (The junior and senior years
of high school went out of town at that time.
)
